
Why Don’t We
Case Study
Turning online influencers into offline music superstars.



EVENT GOALS

 • Engagement Goals
  Further connect with fans by making them an integral part of the event experience

 • Distribution Goals
  Identify factors that differentiate VIP purchaser from general audience

 • Activation Goals
  Create segments for Artist specific retargeting offers

 • Data Marketing Goals
  Deliver trends and insights

CAMPAIGN BY THE NUMBERS

 Why Don’t We doubled the size of their CRM database 
 by capturing first party data on the fans who attend their shows.  
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40 shows in
33 major markets

average of each 
audience activated 

their wearable. 

of fans who 
activated watched 
a video delivered 
to them via SMS 

immediately 
after event. 

of fans completed 
a purchase driving 

an additional 
$1.20 per head in 
revenue with just 
one retargeting 

message.

of fans clicked 
through to a D2C 
merchandise offer 

sent 3 months after 
the tour. 

of fans 
completed a  
5 question 

survey. 

64% 99.4% 2.1% 95%27%



BACKGROUND

Why Don’t We is a band comprised of 5 social influencers who have created a strong relationship  

with their fans online. 

As part of their first headline theatre tour, the band wanted to 
better understand the similarities and differences between the 
fans who engage with them online and those who will come to 
see them in concert, so they can better understand their fanbase, 
create a more cohesive fan experience, and better anticipate what 
their fans are interested in.

As a first step, the band partnered with Hurdl to create an engaging fan experience that captured data on 

who was in each audience by way of a two-way text dialogue with each audience member. 

They were able to make their fans feel like an integral part of the light show at each concert while gaining 

first party data on who was in the audience.

As part of the activation, they were able to learn more about their fans by asking them SMS questions 

directly, including:

 

 What mode of transportation did you use to get to the concert tonight?

 What brand of shoes are you wearing tonight?

 What apps do you like to use most?

 Where do you listen to music the most?

 Of any artist, who would you most like to see the band collaborate with?
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CLIENT GOALS

 • Create a memorable, inclusive, and lasting show experience

 • Identify ways to convert the general audience into VIP purchasers

 • Validate the social networks and apps their fans use most so those channels

   can be nurtured with engagement from the band

 • Identify and understand trends across retail interactions of their fans before and 

   after each show

RESULTS

 

 • An average of 62.4% of fans opted into become an integral part of each show

 • The band used the wearables for almost every song, turning the tour into an inclusive 

   and memorable experience 

 • Snapchat is still a very viable social network with this fanbase running neck and neck 

   in popularity with Instagram

 • 24% of fans visited a Target within 24 hours of each event

 • While Forever 21 and H&M over indexed on survey responses, the most-visited retailer 

   of that type in the window that followed each event was Urban Outfitters

 • While most fans drove to each show, many fans took the train. Less than 3% took Uber and

   less than .5% took Lyft

 • Amazon Music is not popular with this millennial fanbase. Spotify is by far the most popular  

   with Apple Music a distant second

LEARNINGS

 

 • Facebook advertising is not an efficient way to reach fans who are likely to attend 

   WDW live events

 • There are opportunities with this audience to drive more sales to Forever 21 and H&M 

   if fans can be driven to purchasing sites

 • Very few fans used shared ride services. There is an opportunity to convert this millennial

   fan base into loyal shared riders with both Uber or Lyft, perhaps by offering post 

   event coupons

 • There is an overwhelming demand from your fans for a collaboration with Shawn Mendes 

 • Amazon Music could benefit from creative ways of engaging your millennial audience
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ACTIVATION GOALS

For 10 events, wearables were distributed only to the VIP package purchasers in a goodie bag they 

received upon entry to each event. They arrived 2.5 hours  before the show. 

 • Activation rate went as high as 90% with VIP’s while only 74.7% of VIP’s answered all 

   5 survey questions. We attribute this to the wristband being included in a baggie of 

   multiple goodies and not standalone.

 • Conversion rate with VIP’s is 12.5%.

For the remaining 30 events, wearables were distributed by venue staff to all concert goers at the 

general admission entry point.

 • Activation rates averaged 62.4% across the tour with 96.4% of fans answering the

   5 question SMS survey. 

 • Conversion rate with the general audience was as high as 25.2%.
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25.2%

of fans clicked through 
to view the WDW music 

video in the first 
24 hours after the 

event, with a high of 
43% click throughs from 

your fans in Boise

of fans activated 
their wearable at 

each event

of fans answered the  
5 question SMS survey

62.4% 96.4%



DATA MARKETING GOALS

The band was able to capture 4.5x more first party data on their audience than ticket purchaser data 

alone, and 8x more first party data than GPS location data. All of the data captured represented a pure 

dataset of verified actual fan attendees (no scalper data, no cell tower interference).

From there, Hurdl was able to segment fans based on their engagement with the post event offer, event 

attendance, their individual answers to survey questions, and partner data sets that track location-based 

activity before and after each event. 

 • Snapchat is still a very viable social network with this fanbase running neck and neck

   in popularity with Instagram. Twitter is slightly more popular than Facebook.

 • 49% of fans visited a McDonald’s within 24 hours following each event.

 • 24% of fans visited a Target within 24 hours of each event.

 • While Forever 21 and H&M overindexed on survey responses, the most-visited retailer

   of that type in the window that followed each event was Urban Outfitters.

 • While most fans drove to each show, many fans took the train. Less than 3% of the audience

   used Uber with more fans taking the Subway or walking than using Lyft.

 • There is an overwhelming demand from your fans for a collaboration with Shawn Mendes.

 • Amazon Music is not popular with this millennial fanbase. Spotify is by far the most 

   popular with Apple Music a distant second.
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DIRECT-TO-CONSUMER RETARGETING CAMPAIGN RESULTS

Not only did these campaigns outperform other marketing efforts, but fans also self-selected to add 

additional merchandise items to their completed orders, creating more conversions than when marketing to 

segments that don’t include the event attendance look alike.

The next step is for the band to take the first party data captured directly from the fans about their favorite 

brands to secure brand partnerships with McDonalds or any one of their competitors. 

In summary, Hurdl drove more conversions by creating an engaging experience that captured far more 

representative intelligence on the Why Don’t We fanbase than location-based or online targeting alone.

99.4%
click through rate

$1.20
per head increase in revenue

2.1%
D2C conversion rate

3X
higher than existing methods

.0003%
opt out
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For More
Information
hello@hurdl.com
 


